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“…Think of it as an organic bank account. You put your 
biomaterial in and earn medical interest in the form of 
knowledge and therapies that grow out of that deposit — 
no monetary reward…” 

“…Imagine the power of those thousands of samples writ 
100,000 or even millions of times larger, over not just 
cancer but any disease, …” 

“…It will certainly change what you leave behind each time 
you visit the doctor. The key to a powerful national 
biobank is high-quality specimens …And both doctors and 
patients are beginning to warm to the idea of collecting 
DNA and tissue samples as a part of routine 
examinations. “ 

“…The challenge, of course, is to maintain the privacy 
of account holders and ensure that access is limited to 
those who have the individual's consent. …” 

 



Private and the public in the Greek polis (Arendt 1972) 
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!  Pre-modern state was in many respects partially blind 
(Scott 1998, p.2) 

!  Modern statehood (18th century) started to take 
responsibility for managing human resources and the 
‘physical lifestock ‘of the nation 

!  Biopower "brought life and its mechanisms into the 
realm of explicit calculations and made knowledge-
power an agent of the transformation of human 
life" (Foucault 1976) 

!  Social medicine, demographics and hygiene emerged as 
fields of knowledge production and governmental 
activity. (Foucault 1978, 2004) 

!  ‘Privacy’ transformed from a fixed line into variable 
space of negotiations in which personal information are 
routinely ‘traded’ or exchanged for products and better 
services (Haggerty and Ericsson 2000, p. 616) 

Bioinformed*Polity*and*the*blurring*public/
private*dis(nc(ons*



!  Liberal government: (Miller and Rose 1992) 

�  creates possibilities to refrain from certain appeals of 
communitisation.  

�  identifies a domain outside ‘politics’ and seeks to manage it 
without destroying its autonomy " Action at a distance 

!  Privacy concerns are managed and integrated into systems of 
usefulness 

 
!  Increasing regulation of privacy:  

 States regulate collection,  
 dissemination and use of  
 personal data  

Governmentalisation of PRIVACY 



Poli(cs*of*‚life*itself‘*:*Decorporealiza(on,*
moleculariza(on,*informa(sa(on*(Rose%2001)*

•  1953:Cracking%
the%„Code&of&
Life“…&

…1990s: promised to become a  
profitable endeavor 



Biobanks:*Entangled*in*European*KBBE**

•  “Biological%resources%–%living%organisms,%cells,%
genes,%and%related%informaDon%–%are%the%
essenDal%raw%material%for%the%advancement%of%
biotechnology,%human%health,%and%research%
and%development%in%life%sciences“%(OECD&2001)&

•  EU%Lisbon%agenda%"%ERA%"%ESFRI%"%BBMRI%
•  “It's%a%vision%and%now%we%have%to%make%it%real.%
A%very%expensive%vision.��(EC&project&administrator)&



Ressources for a new political 
economy of vitality: transnational 
streams of  
- Knowledge 
- Cells/Tissue/DNA 
- (Health) Information  
- Intellectual property rights.  
Mobilization of privacy 
‘generosity’ and 
 ‘altruism’ become biopolitical 
strategies  
 

Biobanks:*Expensive*and*expansive*vision*



•  PragmaDsm:%Ethical%reflecDon%has%to%evolve%alongside%
scienDfic%development%%"%relevant%

•  Promissory%scienDfic%narraDves%"%Economy%of%hope%
(Novas%2005)%

•  Biobanks%as%and%instance%of%‘consDtuDve%solidarity’%and%
public%goods%(Chadwick&and&Wilson&2004,&HUGO&2002)&&

•  ConcentraDon%on%individual%values%distract%the%policy%
process%from%focusing%on%public%goods%that%could%be%
accomplished%by%geneDc%research%(Knoppers,&Chadwick,&Berg,&
Lunshof,&Hansson)&&

•  AltruisDc%donors%should%consent%to%give%their%private%
biomaterials%and%health%informaDon%to%any%kind%of%
future%research%"%Broad%Consent%&
&

%

Bioethics:*The*Hegemony*of*the*
‘Communitarian*Turn’*



‘Making*up’*bioLaltrusi(c*ci(zens*



“On the issue of consent, almost  
seven in ten Europeans opt for specific –  
permission sought for every new piece of  
research; one in five for broad consent,  
and one in sixteen for unrestricted.”  
(Europeans and biotechnology 2010 p.10) 

‘Broad’ Consent and Data Protection 

Challenges to communitarian pragmatism*



“These%findings%will%represent%a%significant%
concern%for%the%proponents%of%biobanks,%[…]%
At%minimum,%the%findings%suggest%that%at%first%
sight,%informed%consent,%as%in%hospital%
operaDons,%is%the%legiDmate%procedure,%in%the%
sense%of%familiarity%from%custom%and%pracDce.%
The%promoters%of%biobanks%cannot%take%the%
public%for%granted,%and%will%need%to%culDvate%
public%confidence.”%(p.64)&
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Conclusion:*InterLac(va(ng*the*‘bioinformed’*
ci(zens*

!  In%the%context%of%‘Biobank%Privacy%Regimes’,%informaDonal%
privacy%becomes%redefined%in%terms%of%personal%management%
of%vital%informaDon.%%
! MulDplicaDon%of%opDons%

!  Sociotechnical%devices%loop%back%and%change%the%ways%in%
which%people%develop%or%refashion%their%ethos%and%reason%
about%themselves%in%relaDon%to%the%world%(Hacking%1992)%

!  Electronic%onlinea%technologies%increasingly%serve%as%an%
important%resource%in%the%‘making%up’%of%ciDzens%who%coa%
regulate%and%coamanage%their%bioinformaDon.%

! Managing%Privacy%in%‘Biobank%Privacy%Regimes’%becomes%a%
demanding%task%in%Bioa%ScienDfic%InteracDvity%




